| 1/2 kg cebolas  |
| 1 kg batatas  |
| 2 kg cenouras |

| 750 g |

| 1 copo de leite |
| 1/2 garrafa de vinho |
| 1 lata de tomates |

| Água |
### Empregado/a

You work in a *mercearia*. Someone you've known since they were little has come in and inquires about prices. You haven't seen this person for a long time. Ask him/her about his/her family and what they do for a living.

- *garrafa de litro vinho branco* €6
- *garrafa de litro vinho rosé* €4.20
- *bacalhau* €9 kg
- *azeite* €4.80
- *batatas* €1
- *cebolas* €0.90

There are no carrots or mushrooms.

### Cliente

You have €45. Below is your shopping list. You need to find out the price of each item and then decide which ones you can buy with the money you have.

- 5 kg *batatas*
- 2 kg *cenouras*
- 3 kgs *cebolas*
- 600g *cogumelos*
- 4 kg *bacalhau*
- *vinho rosé/vinho branco*
- *azeite*
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